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A The intersection type discipline for the A-cakuius ( TD) is an extension of the classical 
functionality theory of Curry. In the ITD a term satisfying a given p erty has 3 principal type 
scheme in an extended meaning, i.e., there is a type scheme deducible for it from which all and 
only the type schemes deducible for it are reachable, by means of suitable operations. The problem 
of finding the principal type scheme for a term, if it exists, is semidecidable. In the paper a 
procedure is shown, building the principal type scheme of a term through the construction of the 
most general unifier for intersection type schemes. 
1. Illtroduction 
The intersection type discipline for the h-calculus (ITD), defined in [S] is an 
extension of the clakcal functionality theory of Curry [d]. In Curry type discipline, 
type schemes are built from type variables usi the constructor + (arrow), and 
iyrc schemes are assigned to A-terms by means eductions in a natu 
~a the ITD, type schemes are built from type variables and the type constant 
o (the uaiversal type) r+g as constructor the intersection (A) in addition to arrow. 
The semantics of a type scheme of the shape o! +fi is the classical one, the 
semantics of a type SC Ileme of the shape ac A p is the intersection of the sets 
representing the meanings of a and j3, the semantics of w is the whole domain of 
values. Type schemes are assigned to h-terms by means of a deduction system, 
which is an extension of Curry’s system. 
In Curry’s type discipline, the set of terms having a type scheme is a proper subset 
of the set of strongly normalizing terms. Moreover, the type schemes are preserved 
under B-reduction (i.e., if the term X B-reduces to 2, then every type scheme 
deducible for X can be deduced also for Z), while they are not preserved, in general, 
under j%expansion. In the ITD, every term has at least one type scheme, and type 
schemes are preserved under @-convertibility. Moreover, the set of ail type schemes 
deducible for the same term is a filter (i.e., it contains o and it is close 
intersection and semantic inclusion). So the ITD gives rise to a mode 
A-calculus, where the domain of values is the set of filters built on type schemes, 
and the interpretation of a term is the set of ty e schemes deducible for it. 
model an approximation theorem holds, in th sense that the inte 
term is the supremum of the set of interpretations of its 
In Curry’s type discipline, eve 
scheme (pts), from which all a 
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erived, by means of substitutions. The problem of co 
my’s type discipline is decidable, and a 
The aim of this paper is to build the of a term, if it exists, throu 
construction of the most general unifier for i ection type schemes. 
ased on substitution, which, when 
ile UNIFY uses also 
operations different from substitution s conservative with respect to the unification 
algorithm for Curry’s type schemes. re precisely, if w and T are two Curry type 
schemes uch that their most general unifier, according to Robinson’s algorithm, is 
stitution s, then UNIFY, when applied to m and r, gives s as output. 
reover, the procedure PP is presented, using UNIFY as an essential tool, 
which builds the pts of a term, if it exists. It is proved that the procedure PP stops 
iff the input term is strongly normalizing. Since there is a one-one 
(moduio a-conversion) between a normal form and its pts, PP 
as a reduction machine, using an innermost reduction strategy. The use of unification 
between type schemes instead of @-reduction in computing the normal form of a 
term avoids the necessity of cr-conversions. 
The procedure PP is being implemented by a student of the present author [3], 
on a VAX 780, in Pascal. 
It can be interesting to introduce other type constants in the ITD, such as “integer” 
or “boolean” for instance, in order to use it for real programming languages. The 
of principal pair, and both procedures UNIFY and PP can easily be 
way that they can deal with any hind of type constants. 
pposed to have some acquaintance with h-calculus; in any case 
whose notations we will use. 
statement is of the fo 
and 0 the p~di~te of 
where all subjects are 
scheme) and (0 A T) E (int on t 
( U~A...(Um-lAUm) . . .)) (this order betwee 
syntactical convenience since, semantically, th 
mutative as can be seen in the following). 
The sf@e semantics (for the definition of simple semantics, see [S]) for ‘T can 
be given in the followin 
De6nitioa 2.2. Let 1) be a &model, and let A be the set of untyped 
D) and V: {Q 1 Q is a type variable} + 
via V, denoted Icrl$ c P(D), is defin 
This semantics naturally induces a pre-order relation G on T, whose intended 
meaning is E [TB~~ This semantics relation is syntactically 
characterized as follows [2]. 
Definition 2.3. The relation s (and -) on ‘I” is inductively defined by 
0 i TST, TSW, WQCWO, 
( 1 ii u-7 e U~TSO-. 
( Type scheme assignment ruled e Let be a basis s&e 
~XEA, ( ‘J {ux}t- 
(in (4) (tx is the only 5 ose s is 3T$ is to 
Note that the rule ( AE) is redundant since it d derived from rule (G). 
and a variable. Z[z/ 
simultaneous replacing 
not occurring in 2, Z[ 
Let +# denote the 
wariable, or two terms 
obtained from 2 by 
is a (type) variable 
re C[ ] is any context) 
iff IV is substitutible for x in at a term N can always become substitutible 
for a given variable in a term by means of renaming of bound variables in 
Let =/J denote &convertibitity, i.e., the transitive, symmetric and reflexive closure 
of p-reducibility- 
We recall that a term X is in normal form ifE there is no X’ such that X a8 X’, 
and it is in head no ff X = Ax,x, . . . x&X, X2.. . X,, (n, m a 0), where J 
is any variable and a s mi. X has a normal form (a head normal form) 
form (head normal form). 
t et al. [2]). (i) Let X =# X’. T%en B I- TX e Bt-TX’. 
I-TX e X has a head normal form. 
I-TX and o does not occur neither in B nor in me X has a normal form. 
basis schemes. 
enerality, we can restrict ourselves to considering only finite 
7), where B is a basis schem 
iff there exists a deduction D such t 
the syntactical identity between type schemes, basis schemes 
I and the only st 
en 
will define three fu 
n, expansion and 1 
serve sui irs, 
.7. (i) Let .f be a finite partial function from type vari 
e sz4t&ntticn sf is the total function from ty 
defined as follows: 
(ii) by an abuse of notation, a 
and pairs in the following way: 
substitution sf can be extended to basis schemes 
on. The finite partial function f such t ~?i(I~i~It)willbedenoted 
by CQ1*l1,-, Q,+rJ. L will denote the everywhere undefined function. 
Clearly, if D: BI-TX and s is any substitution, 30’: s( B)h( T), where D’ is 
ined from D by simply agpiying s to every type scheme occurring in 
Definition 2.8. Let A be a finite set of type schemes, and let !A = (7 136 E A and r 
is a subtype of 6) (completion of A), and let p E !A. The expmsion eAP is the partial 
function, whose domain is !A, from type schemes to type schemes defined as follows: 
(i) Let L(F, !A) be a set of type schemec, built as follows: 
(1) if p is a subtype of cc, and p is not an intersection type scheme, then 
P E UP, !A); 
(2) if a E L(p, !A) and S is a proper subtype of u and S is not an intersection, 
then S E L(p, !A); 
(3) for each subtype u of an element of !A, if either o = Y + S and 6 E 
L(y, !A), or u= v-, (S A at) and either S or cy belongs to L(p, !A), then 
CTE L(p, !A). 
Let LQ, !A) be the list obtained by ordering the elements of L(p, !A) in decreasing 
ordering according to the number of symbols (if two type schemes have the same 
number of symbols, their mutual order is unimportant). 
(ii) kt I - {Qi 1 Qi is a type variable occurring in L(p, ! )I- Letf =[Qi*‘~iIQiE 1 
and #i is a new type variable, not occurring in !A], and let g = [pi*xi 1 Qi E ; and 
xi is a new type variable, not occurring in ! 
(iii) Let T E !A. e& 7) is obtained from examining in or er each element 
of L’(p, !A) and, each time an element Y is found which is a subtype of 7, by 
replacing v in 7 by s+(v) A sg( v). 
(iv) With an abuse of notation, an expansion ehy can be extended to pairs in 
the following way: 
efined on (B, T) iff 7 E !A and LT.(O~X E B implies (7 E ! 
7)) = (e&B), e4,.hh where eA#V = h,,(ob 1 a 
Note that the expansion is defined modulo the names of new type variables. 
xample 2.9. Let ar, & 7, 6 be type variables, u = ((a A @) + y) + 6, and A = {a}. 
(1) L(y,!A)={(anB)-,~,a,B,r}.Then 
e.eyw = (((a, A m -, rl) A U&2 A B2) + I’*)) + 4 
where ai, pi, ‘yi are instances of a, #3, y (1 s is 2). 
(2) L($!A)={o,(crn48)ay,a,B,y}. Then e&o)=qhuz, where ui is an 
instance of 0 (1 G i S 2). 
Eet D : Bi-TX. Then9 if e is an expansion, there exists a deduction D’ : e( B)ke( 7)X, 
and D’ is obtained from D by duplicating some subdeductions of D and by adjoining 
some applications of the rule (AI) (see the proof in [ 133). 
Example 2.10. Let B = ((4p + cp) + ay}. Then (B, a) is a suitable pair for the term 
y(h;mx). In fact, we can show the deduction D: 
Consider the exp sion ehq, where 
is a suitable pair for y(hx=x). In fact, if B’ = e4J B), there exists a deduction D’: 
Note that if e is any expansion and s is any substitution, e(o) = o and s(o) = o. 
A listing r,, w:jere a = (B’, o> is a total function from pairs to pairs 
?xE B’(lsjsm) 
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In [13] it is proved that the lifting operation preserves uitable pairs: namely, if 
(B, T) is such that there exists a D: and r is any lifting such that r(( 
(B’, P’), then there exists a deduction D’ : W-4X, and D’ is obtained from D by 
adjoining to D some applications of rule (s). 
Definition 2.12. (i) A chain c is a finite composition of substitutions and expansions. 
(ii) A lifting chain is a finite composition of substitution, expansions and lifting. 
Let Opi be an expansion or a substitution (1 G i s n). opt .opz . . . op, will denote 
the chain c such that C(C) = opn(opn_,(. . . . (opl(o)) . . .)) and c1 .c2 will denote the 
chain which is the composition of the two chains cl and c2, i.e., c(e) = c2(c1( 4). 
The domain of opl . . . op, is the set of type schemes o such that op, . . . opi(o) 
belongs to the domain of opi+l . Since in the definition of expansion the names of 
new type variables are not fixed (in fact, they are not essential), it would in general 
become impossible to decide whether a chain is defined or not on a given type 
scheme. To avoid this difficulty, we can use indexed type variables, and we can 
assume to have a generator of new indexes: then, if n is the maximum index occurring 
in a, an expansion on o will introduce new type variables indexed by n + 1, n + 2, . . . . 
= will denote the extensional equality between partial functions: if cl, c2 are two 
chains, cl = c2 iff dom( c,) = dom( c2) = A and, Va E A, c,(a) = c2( 4. When it is 
important o remember the domain of the equality, we can write cl =A c2. 
Definition 2.13. The measure of the expansion e,, is the integer E(e&) = I& !A)( 
(IB1 denotes the cardinality of the set B). Then the measure of a chain c is 
E(c) = C& E(e), where 2 is the set of all and the only expansions occurring in c. 
Theorem 2.14 (Ronchi et al. [ 131). (i) Let c be a (lifting) chain. If (B, T) is a suitable 
pair for X, then c((B, 7)) is also a suitable pair for X. 
(ii) Let CT be an arrow type scheme, and let c be a chain such that c(cr) is an 
intersection type scheme, and let A G dam(c) such that o E A and p, T E A implies p 
and T are disjoint. Then c =A e&,x’, and E(c’) < E(C). 
In [2] it is proved that the intersection type discipline gives rise to a model for 
the h-calculus. More precisely, if a filter is any subset of T containing w and closed 
under A and s, the domain of values of this model is the set of filters built on T, 
and the interpretation of a term is the set of type schemes deducible for it, which 
is a filter. Moreover, in [12] it is proved that an approximation theorem holds, in 
th? sense that the interpretation of a term is the supremum of the set of interpret&tions 
f its (syntactical) approximants. The approximants of a term can be inductively 
defined as follows. 
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(i) The set N of approximate normal forms is de 
variables plus a new constant symbol fi in the following way: 
Q E N, x E N for all variables x, 
if x is a variable and A E N(A # a), then .&A E N, 
ifxisavariableandA,,...,A,~N(p~O),then~A,... 
(ii) Let X be a term and A E K A is an appmximant of X 
such that A matches X’ except at occurrences of in A 
(iii) d(X) = {AIAEX}. 
)iff 3X’=@X 
(iv) The type assignment rules of Definition 2.4 are generalized to elements of 
JV simply by extending in an obvious way the definition of statement and by adjoining 
the following rule: 
(a’) BFOA for all A E JK 
The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 3.2 (Ron&i et al. [ 131). (B, T) is a suitable pair for M E A iff (B, 1) is a 
suitable pait for some A E d(M) 
We can define, for an approximate normal form A, a unique principalpair (pp(A)) 
(modulo the relation -). The principal pair of A is a pair (B, ?r) such that there 
exists a deduction D: BhrA, and D is one of the shortest deductions of a type 
scheme for A (D is called a principal deduction of A). In particular, D does not 
contain applications of the rule (s), every subdeduction of D of the shape B’EoM 
is a single application of the rule (o), and there is no a subdeduction of D of the 
shape B’t-crM where u- o and m + o. The main property of pp(A) is that starting 
from pp(A) it is possible to generate all the pairs suitable for A itself. More precisely, 
for any (B, o) suitable for A there is a lifting chain c such that (B, cr) - c(pp( A)) [ 133. 
3.3. Let A E N, 
(i) if A = a, then p -(@, o) (Q is the empty set); 
(ii) if A = x, then pp - ((9x}, 4p), where Q is a type variable; 
(iii) if A = Ax A', and pp( A’) - (B’, m’), then 
(1) if x occurs in A’, pp(A) - (B’ -{a}, m + P’), where m is the intersection 
of the predicates of B’ whose subject is x, 
erwise, pp( A) - (B’, u + z-0; 
A, and pp(Ai) -(Bi, vi) (1 s is n) (we choose a trivial 
are pairwise clisjoint), then pp(A) ~(Ul~i~n Bi v 
), wkre p is a ty does not occur in 
) are called res ectively the principal basis scheme and 
hincipal typ sdaeme and unijhtion of ITD 
Note that the principal pair is defined modulo names of type variables. 
Let 
)a% +- PP(A)) and 
5p ={(B, s)~~AE K(B, n)-pp(A)}. 
On 9 it is possible to define the following preorder relation: 
(B, a) c,(B’, Ir’) G9 39,. . . Q,.(B, 7r) 
perty 3.4. 9, c,<, is a tweet semilattice isomorphic to Jr, G. 
Then n(X) is an ideal in 9 and therefore if II(X) is finite, there exists a pair 
(B, ~r)-u n(X), where (B, W)E 9: then (B, ?r) is the pp of X. Otherwise, u n(X) 
does not exist in 9, and then X has an infinite set of pp’s, as shown in the following: 
Theorem 3.5. (i) Suppose d(X) is finite. (B, T) - IJ n(X) is such that if (B’, T) is 
suitable for X, then there exists a (lifting) chain c such that (B’, 7) - c(( B, 7~)). 
(ii) Suppose d(X) is infinite. For every (B’, T) suitable for X there exists (B, W) E 
l?(X) such that (B’, T) - c(( B, T)), for some (lifting) chain c. 
Then, if a term X has a finite set of approximants, it has a principal pair, which 
is u II(X). The problem of finding, given a term X, u n(X), if it exists, is 
semikcidable since the construction of the set d(X), for a given term X, is 
semidecidable (see [ 11). 
The following property gives a syntactical characterization of the elements of 9. 
3.6 (Ronchi 1123). 
(i) UW@, ~7% e (B,~)~({~,=E~,...,~~x,}, T~+~+.~~+?~+,+Q) 
(nbO,m 2 0), where Q is a type variable, and 
E 9 (1 <j G k), and they are p 
m} be as in (i). Then (B, T)- 
and PP( A;) - (Bj, mj). 
= Ax, . . . x,.wG . . .4c 
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fiaition 3.7. Let (B, , wl), and ( wa be elements of 9, and let them be disjoint. 
A closure of ( B1, w,) and ( B2, 7~) is a pair of type schemes (w, 7) such t 
a=a,+...+a,+7T,, 
7=71+. l l +7,-,9T+qD, 
where v> is a fresh type variable and if x . . . , x, is the sequence of subjects belonging 
either to BI or to B2, in any order, a if ai (pi) is the predicate of xi in B1 (B2), 
if it exists and o otherwise, then Q. = ai /\ & and ri z qi A 9 and (ti and vi are fresh 
type variables. 
e udfktion pr 
In the Curry type discipline, every term X possessing a type scheme has a principal 
pair for which all and only the pairs suitable for X are reached by means of 
substitutions. It is decidable if a term possesses a principal pair, and the algorithm 
computi*g it uses the unification algorithm of Robinson, which, given two objects, 
finds the most general substitution making them syntactically identical. 
The aim of this paper is to solve the semidecidable problem of finding (if it exists), 
given a term X, its principal pair u n(X) in a similar way, i.e., through unification 
of type schemes. Clearly, unification, in the intersection type discipline, must be 
defined taking into account all the operations preserving suihable pairs. 
A first formulation of the unification problem is the following: Given a, TE ‘pI 
jfnd, ifit exists, u lifting chain c such that c(a) = c( 7). But in this formulation of the 
problem, the particular ole of the universal type scheme o is not taken into account. 
In fact, the semantics of o naturally induces the property that o can be unified 
with any type scheme. In order to realize this, a new equivalence relation between 
type schemes is needed: 
aitio .I. (i) An o-type scheme is a type scheme in which only the symbols 
o, + and A occur. 
(ii) = is inductively defined as follows: 
CY, ~3 are o type scheme * a = /3, 
ote that if Q’ is an o-type scheme, then Q! - w (bu the inverse it is not true). 
in a principal lications of the rule (s) do 
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So a new formulation of the problem is the followi : C&n a; TE T, fiig ifit 
exists, a chain c such that c(a) = c( 7). But now the problem always has a solution, 
the trivial one c(a) = c(r) = o. The correct formulation of the unification problem 
must contain th’=. condition that the trivial solution can be chosen only in the case 
no other solution exists. To impose this constraint, a further definition is needed. 
3. (i) Let u, 7 E T, and let gr, 7’ be subtypes respectively of 0 and r. 
Two occurrences of ct’ and 7’ in u and 7 are corresponding iff 
either a = tr’ and 7 = r’, 
0 or u=(Y+ and r= (Y’+’ (O-WA@ and r=a’~Igr) and the occurrences of 
(T’ and T’ are corresponding either in CT and at’ or in /3 and fl’. 
(ii) Letc=op l . . . op, be a chain such that c(a) = c( 7). c is a proper chain unifying 
u and r is Wi( 1 s is n) there exist no two corresponding occurrences of subtypes 
of OPI . . . opi(u) and opr . . . Opi(T) (say ai and r’) such that ~i, Ti + w and 3j> i 
s.t. an occurrence Of Opi+l . . . Opj(ui) is corresponding to an occurrence of 
o&+1 l l l Opi( ri) and 
Opi+l - l l Opj(ui) e Opi+l l l l Opj( ?i) z 0. 
Roughly speaking, a proper chain unifying two given type schemes is a chain in 
which a substitution of a type variable with the constant w is used only in order to 
unify two subtypes one of which is w. Then the final formulation of the problem 
is: Given u, a E T, fin$ if it exists, a proper ch& c such that c(u) = c( 7). This problem 
is semidecidable. In fact, in the following section it will be possible to see that it 
is equivalent o the semidecidable problem of finding, given a term X, its principal 
pair if X is strongly normalizing. 
Now the procedure UNIFY solving this problem will be shown. 
UNIFY(u, r) = C, where (c, n) = U(u, a, qq 0), and W(u, a’, 7, r’, m) =(c’,p) (if 
defined) (c’ is a chain and n, m, p are integers belonging to (0, I}), where: 
(I) if a is an intersection and T is not an intersection then Ilet A = {u’, 7’); 
W~19 PI) = We,JW, e/&f), eA,ML eA,T!e, m) 
then (c’, p) = ( eA,+zl 9 1). 
r is an intersection a d w is not an intersection t et A = (u’, 7’); 
WI 9 pl) = WQ,,WI, e&u’), GI.&‘), c&‘L 4 
k’, p) = k4.4 v 1). 
n (c’, p) = (s-, m), 
f =[Q+tUlQ occurs in 7-1 e 
(4) u=o (c’, p) = b-f, m), f=[cp*wlp occurs i
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(5) if CT= cr+j3 then 
7 is a type variable w, P) = (q-9 M, 
4p occws in u] 
else f = [7*0]. 
(5.2) if T= 0 en W, P) = (SJ, m), Fef=[(p*oJpP occurs in 01. 
P-3) 1= y+s 
en if (cl, pJ = U(a, u’, y, P*, 0) 
th( =0 
(if (c2, p2) = WI(B), du’), M0, CM, 4 
th@n (c’s P) = (Cl l c2, P2)) 
el= (4 P) = (cl 9 4). 
Example . (i) Let cr, @, y, S be type variables, and let (r = a + /3 and T = 3” A 6. 
Then ?JNIFY(o, 7) =- U( u, o, T, T, 0) which performs 
WeA&), e4+), e&L et&), O), 
where A = (u, 7). e&u) = (a’+ p’) A (a “+@“), where Q’, a’, p’, /3” are type vari- 
ables, and e,+,( 7) = T. Then the semi-algorithm performs 
where f =[~~a’+3’] and 
where g = [63cr”+ 6’1. ‘Ihell 
where c = e&,$.s~ and UNIFY(u, 7j = c. c(u) = C(T) = (a’+ /3’) A (d-+/9”). 
(ii) Let ir = 0 asy to verify that UNIFY(u, T) = I, 
where J_ is the eve 
(iii) Let cy, j3, 
Y(0, r) d: es not stop. 
in s((+‘) and ~(7’). 9 
ave corresponding occurrences respectively in a’ and a’. 
ding occurrences re 
is not a subtype of e(t7’) ( ( ) c:T is not a subtype of e(+)) (see the definition of 
expansion). 
orrectness). :If UN C, then C(O) = C(T), and either c is 
no proper chain unifying o and 7. 
r assumption: if 0 and 7 af 
rices are cowespon 
4.3), and LJ( 0, a’, T, T’, 0) = (c, p), then: 
- if p = 0, then c(a) and C(T) have corresponding occurrences respectively in c( or) and 
c(r)), and c(o) = T(T); 
- if p = 1, then ~(a’) = ~(7’). 
Then the proof of the theorem follows immediately since a and T are correspond- 
ing in u and 7. : 
The proof will be given by induction on the triple (E(c), n( q T), S( D, ?)), where 
E(C) is defined in Definition 2.13 and n(q 7 j and ~(a, 7) are respectively the total 
number of type variables and the total number of symbols occurring in CT and T. 
Let E(c) = 0, and let CT be a type variable. Then, if Q = r, then U(O, C-F’, T Q’, 0) = 
(sL, 0) and the proof is trivial. 
e Q does not occur in r, U(a, u’, T, T’, 0) = (s+, 0), where f = [u~T], 
T s S,(T). In the case u occurs in T, obviously, there is no proper 
a and T, and so the unique way to unify them is to collapse both of 
==o; in fact, U(u, u’, 7, r’, 0) = (sf, 0), where f = [p+o], and 
= &r). Moreover, by Remark 4.5, s(u) and S(T) are corresponding in 
s(u)) and S(T)). The case where either u or 7 equals o is obvious. 
either u or T being an intersection type scheme is not possible since 
Let u=t~-*e and T = y + 6. Then, to compute U(o, cr’, T, T’, 0), the procedure 
computes U( cu, o’, y, T’, 0). Let U( QI, a’, ‘y, T’, 0) = (c, , p), and let p = 0; since the 
integer parameter of U is changed to 1 only when an expansion is applied, this is 
the only possible case: E(q) = E(c) = 0. Since either n( a, 7) < n( a, T) or s(ac, y) C 
s(u, T), by induction, c,(a) and c,(y) have corresponding occurrences in ~,(a’), 
c,( 7’) and c,(a) = c,(y). Moreover, since co is a substitution, either the total number 
les occurring in c,(p) and c,(S) is less than n(u, T), or c,(P) = /3 and 
so s(& S) < s(u, 7); in both cases it is possible to apply the induction 
)9 CW), CA@, CAT’), 0) = (c2, P’). 
e, .c2(p) = cl x2(S), and cl X&I) and cl .c2(8) are corresponding in 
(?‘), so cl.c*(ar~s)=rc,.c*(y~s). e case p’ = 1 is not possible. 
ar A /3 and T = y A 6 directly follows from the induction. 
et r be an intersection and u not so Then U(u, u’, T,?‘, 0) = (c, 11, 
and c = ehW.c’, where 
(c’, p) = Uh,,W), e,,b’), eA,&‘), c&‘), 0). 
n the case E(c’) = 0, by the first step, c’(eA&‘)) = c’(%&‘)), and the Proof is 
completed. If E (c’) c E(c), the proof follows by induction. 
‘Ihe case u = cu I\ /3 and T = y n S directly follows 
case, for every expansion e, e(a) and e(r) are corres 
t ~=ti+3 and T= y-8. Let 
means cl contains at least an expansion. If E( c,) = E(c), since either n (a, 7) C 
n(fl, 6) or s((Y, y)(s(#3, a), by induction, 
c,(a’) = Cl( 7’) = c(0”) = c( Tj). 
If E( c,) *: E(c), by induction, c&r’) = ci( 7’); then it follows that this case is not 
possible since cl = c. In the case p =0, the procedure computes 
~(c,(~),~,(~~‘),~~(S),~~(~‘),O);1~tthelesultbe(~~,~~withE(c)=E(q).Byinduc- 
tion, cl .c2(a’) ‘+: c&7’). Kl 
Moreover, the procedure UNIFY is 
unification algorithm IL More precisely, 
conservative 
e have the 
with respect to Robinson’s 
following property. 
4.7. Let 0, 7 be type SCJJ es w,jhout occurrences of the symbols n and O. 
If R(o, 7) = s, where s is some substitution, then UNIFY[W, 7) = s; if R(o, 7) fails, 
then UNIFY@.. 7) = s’, where se is a substitution such that s’(v) = S’(T) = o. 
f. Easy. c1 
The following theorem (whose proof, very technical, 1s in the Appendix) proves 
that the procedure UNIFY is comple when it is applied to two type schemes which 
are the component of a closure of two disjoint pp’s, and that in this case UNIFY 
finds the most general unifying chain. This property permits to use UNIFY in the 
design of a procedure for finding the principal term of a term, if it exists, as will 
be seen in the following section. 
(Completeness). Let (w, u) be a closure of two disjoint pp’s. If there 
exists a proper chain c such that c(u) = C(W), then UNIFY( tr, a) = c’, c’ is proper 
and c = ct.cn for some c”. 
f. See Appendix. Cl 
al pair for a ter 
Now it is possible to use the procedure UNIFY in order to construct he principal 
pair of a term X, if it exists. The procedure PP solves this problem, as it will be 
proved in the sequel. In this procedure, the operation P between basis schemes, 
with at least one statement on every subject, is used. V is defined as follows: 
=(CT/W’X!O%E and U’X E B’j 
’ has no statement on x) or 
t~enlet(o~a,-*~~~-,a,-*nl,r~7,~~~~~7,~~~~qp) 
be a closure of (B,, q) and ( 
if UNIFY(q 7) = c 
then (4 =) = (~(Sk(c(B~)VC(BZ)))s ~bk(c(Q))h Wk= 
k= [y=%w&a occurs in (c(B,)Vc(B,), C(Q)) and H(o) = o and Q 
occurs in a] 
and H is the function defined thus: H(a) = oc, where 
(1) if a is either a type variable or o then o’= CT. 
(2) if ~=al+a2 then if H(a,)=o a’= w else (r’s H(q)+ H(cQ). 
(3) if omr,Ao, then if H(a,)=H then v’=w 
( m2) = w then G* = H(q) 
I= H(u, j A H(q). 
Procedure PP needs some comments. Consider PP(X), in the case X is an 
application X,X2. If both X1 and X2 are closed terms and if PP(XI) = (a, m,) and 
P?(Xz) = (a, 9r2), then PP(X,X2) computes UNIFY( q, v2+ cp), where Q is fresh, 
and if UNIFY( q , 7r2 + Q) = c, then PP(&x,) = (@, H(sk( c(Q)))). zio, in this case, 
PP can be obtained from the procedure computing the principal type scheme for 
Curry’s type discipline simply b!y replacing Robinson’s unification procedure with 
UNIFY and then by applying Sk and H to the resulting type scheme in order to 
transform the deduction of C(Q) into a new deduction by replacing every subdeduc- 
tion of a type scheme -o with a single application of the rule (0). 
Consider now the case X1 and X2 are not both closed, and let PP(X& = ( 
and PP(X,) =(B2, n2 ). For any type variable x, if plx E B1 and p2x E B2, it is not 
necessary to unify ccl and cc2 since in the principal basis of X the predicate of x is 
the intersection of the predicates on x used for the subterms of 
side, it is necessary to unify q and n2+ Q regarding them as subt 
schemes containing all the statements respectively of Bl and B2 i 
correctly the operations of expansions, which are context-dependent. Then closures 
uced (see Definition 3.7). 
Bydefinition,if(u,+ l l u,,+m1,q+- +Tn+n2+q)isaclosureof( 
~9, then ui s O: A and Ti E +i A 71, where &l~ E 
x, and q+ and & are fresh (1 - z - e ‘e n). So ui and ri can always be unified and if 
UNIF”Y(U~, Tj) = Cj, then Ci(Uj) E ci(?i) s U: A of. SO the chain c built in PP (if any) 
issuchthatc=q... c,,.c’, and c(B,) Vc(&) = c’(B,)V ~‘(3~) and c(g) = c’(p) since 
the fresh variables introduced by the closure do not occur in B, , B2, p. 
Exanqie 5.1, Let X, = Axxx and X2 = a l y So (B,,~,)=(~,(cl~(y,v)),v) and 
(&, 4 = (ia + I% q% 8). wbrs: c1y 51, a9 variables. 
is a closure of (B, , ws) and (B2, Ir2). UNIFY(q T) = e, .ex2, where e is the 
necessary in order to unify c&9) zutd q( A (c1-, v))= So e = e~,~,(~), 
(c,(u), C,(T)} and q(o + 38) E ?A So the result is 
where q, a2 are type variabks, and PP(X) - pp((Axxx)(&) - pp(xy&y)). 
However, UNIFY((* A t~ 3 + p) = c, .cc,, whew e = e#s(#), where 
A’= (G(E~ A (p + v)), (cj(B + d + @) e !A’. So without using the closures 
the result would be incorrect. 
Remember that a term X is called strongly normalizing iff X, and every s% bterm 
of it, possess a normal form. 
Theorem 5.2, PP(X) = (B, ?r)eX is strongly normalizing and pp(X) w (B, w). 
The proof will be given at the end of this section. 
ReRlark 53. PP(X) is one of the shortest type schemes between all the type schemes 
-pp(X). This is obtained by means of the function H. It would be possible not to 
use functions H and sk in procedure PP by defining that every type scheme -o is 
ar\ o-type scheme, and by modifying consequently the procedure UNIFY. But in 
this case, both LJNIFY and PP (and especially procedure PP’ defined in the sequel) 
would become less efficient. 
It is possible to define a set af unification algorithms UNIFg j (i H), each one 
unifying at every step, with W, all the subtypes occurring atp depth W, where the 
depth of an occurrence of a subtype in a type scheme is defined as follows. 
etinitlon 5.4. Let WE T. The depth d(o(~), o) of an occurrence O(T) of 7 in u is: 
(i) if 7 does not occur in u, then d(o( T), a) is undefined; 
(ii) if a = 7, then d (o( r), CT) = 0; 
(iii) if either CT = q + u2 or u = u1 A CT,, then 
- if d(o(r), a,) = i, then d(o(Tj, CT) = f-t 1, 
- if d(o(T), cr2) = i, then d(o(r), cr) = i+ 1. 
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rlthms UNIFY4 
FYi(Or; 7) = Ui(U, 0, 7, 79 030) 
Ui( 0, U’, 7, I’, m, j) = (C, p) where 
if j 3 i then (c, p) = U( 0, u’, 0, #, m) else 
(1) if u is an intersection and T is not an in 
tk let A = {a’, 7’) and let 
k p) = (e4r=ch 1)
is an intersection and o is not an intersectim 
then let A = {CT’, 7’) 
(3) if u is either a type variable or w then (c; p) = U( u, a’, 7, #, m) 
(4 if (I’=cY+/~ thea 
-* 
(4.1) if T is either a type variable or o then (c p) = U(q u’, 7, T’, m) 
(4.2) if ?=y+8 then let (c,,pJ= Ui-*(at,U’,r,7’,~j+l); 
lfpr=Othenlet 
(9,pz)= U-d&3), cW3,c,@), CM), rr,j+ 14; k p) = (6 l c2 $2) 
eif3e Cc, P) = (cl s pl) 
(5) if u=LYh@ thenif r=yn8 thenlet 
(c,,pJ= Ui-*(a, u’, y, T’, m, j+ 1) and 
then k 14 = (cl l c2 , maxh 3 ~2)). 
Let PPi be the algorithm obtained from PP by replacing UNLFY with UNIFYi 
(i 2 0). The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 5.5, (i) PPi(X) z(B, W)+(B) ‘ZT)E l?(X). 
(ii) (B, W)E lT(X)*3i.PPi(X)=(Bi, wi) arrd (B, W) 5, (Bi, ri). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.2 and from the definition of the approximants 
of a term. 0 
Proof of Theo:em 5.2. ((_): By induction on the structure of X. For X a variable, 
it is obvious. For X = E;x.X’, the proof directly follows from the induction hypothesis. 
Let X = YZ By induction, PP( Y) = (B,, WJ - pp( Y) and PP(Z) = /, 
pp(2). Then B,k- ml Y and B2~7r& YZ being strongly normalizing implies 3 B, a: 
in the 18kst ep: so 
of two chains c and c’ such that 
“I’ Y, %-, P) and c”(( 
where B/Q denote the basis B restri to the free variables of Q. This meads that 
for any closure of (B, 3 q) and ( a 7~)~ cd is a pro r chain unifjGng it. Let (a, 7) 
be a closure of (B,, wl) and (&, w2). So b eorem 4.8, UNIFY(q P) = c” and 
CC) = c”.c for some ,c. By the fact that cW is e minimal unifying chain, it follows 
a principal deduction only in 
to the equivalence a). Then 
sforms into 0 every 
me -o for a subterm of YZ, while 
H transforms every such s a single application of the rule (0). 
scheme +o, and M a A-term. Let us 
defined and 3c(B, a):- c(pp(M); and 
is strongly normalizing. Let denote xM, . . . Mm for 
) implies P( B v B’, j3, 
B does not contain premises on x 
) and P(.B, u2, M). 
P( B”, a, IV)+@‘, 7r7 = PP( N) - pp( N) and 
-(h+ •~~~rr,~~x}~&~u~~~vB,,~), 
where q~ is a fresh variable and ) - (Bi, ni) - PP( ) and 3c’.(B, a + j3) - 
is strongly n 
is a closure of pp( (0, T)=c”=c,. . . c,,.q, where f = 
oreovet, let cm = c.c’+, where 
) are disjoint; 
is a closure of (B, , 7~) and (B2, w2), then UNI 
(by the structure of ( B2, v2)) where B, , nd consequently c’(B,), do not contain 
predicates whose subjects are X, and c’( 4p) is a type variable, say 4p’, and c’( #) does 
not contain 8’. Moreover, 
and Mjr is strongly normalizing. 
Then 
(4 it + I%- cW~B,), C’(P) + c’(+))) - c((c’(B,), c’(m))) 
(since c’ unifies w1 and 4p + #, and since they are two principal pairs, c’( 7~) -
C’(Q + #) is an arrow type scheme, as proved in the Appendix in the proof of 
Theorem A.8) 
and then P( B, a + /3, M). 
(iii) and (iv) are immediate. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 5.2 (continued). Then define, by induction on the structure of 
type schemes +o, the following computability predicate: 
Comp(B, cr’-, 7, M) e (Comp( B’, a, N) -_*, Camp! 
It is easy to prove, by induction on the structure of that Camp is invariant under 
P-convertibility. 
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f. (i) and (ii) are proven by simultaneous induction on o. 
u is a type variable: (i) and (ii) follow from the definition of Co 
(i): Comp( B’, cr, IV)+ P( B’, (r, N) (by induction hypothesis 
N) imply P(B v B’, J3, 
(by induction hypothes 
) imply Comp(B, QI + @, 
arx E B*. P(B’, a, x) implies Comp(B’, cu, x) 
and Comp( B’, ar, x) imply Comp( B u 
B’, /3, Mx) (by definition); hence P( B v B’, j3, ) (by induction) and thus P( B, (r + 
, M) (by Property 5.6). 
o=u,JIO-2. 
(i): P( B, a, A 02, xM) implies P( B, q ) and P( B, u2, xM) (by Property 5.6); 
hence, by induction, Comp(B, q, x and Comp(B, u2, xM) and thus 
Comp( B, ul A u2, xM) (by definition). 
(ii): By definition of Comp and by the induction hypothesis. 0 
ma 5.8. Let ‘N(M)={x ,,..., xm}, and let B={UiXiIl~iSm}. 
Comp( B’, Ui, Ni) (1 s is m) and PP( M) = (I#, 9) and 3~( B, T) - cc{@, ~))a 
Comp( B v B’, T, MC&/ Nil). 
f. By induction on M. The only nontrivial case is M = AxM’. Then PP( M) = 
(& QI + #3) implies PP( M’) -(B u {ax}, /3), where B does not contain predicates 
whose subject is x 
and for l~i~rn 
Comp( B”, U, IV) and Comp( B’, @is Ni) 
--;4. Comp( B v (a~) v B’V B”, T, M’[x/ N, xi/ Ni]) 
(by induction); hence, 
* Comp(Bu(a)u B’u B”, T, (AXM’[Xi/Ni])N) 
(since Camp is invariant under &convertibility) and hence, 
* Comp( 
(by definition). Cl 
km). Then let PP( M) be defined and let {x,, . . . , x,,,} = 
and let B = {Oi 1SiGm). Then 
ma 5.8, this implies Comp( ), which implies 
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e inte 
In [4] for the first time an intersection type scipline was in%xlueed, built 
from a set of type variables, without any constants. ore precisely, the type schemes 
are defined as in Definition 2.1, without the constant o, and the assignment rules 
are as in Definition 2.4, without the rule (w). The tion of pairs, equivalence 
relation -, and operations of pairs remain uncha It is possible to define a 
principal pair in this discipline, by means of a procedure PP’, which is very similar 
to PP. PP’ is defined in the following way. 
Algorithm PP’ 
PP’(X) = (B, W) (if defined) 
(1) if X is a variable then (B, v) = ((qX}, q) where Q is a fresh type variable. 
(2) if X=AxX’ 
then if PP’( X’) = (B’, vr’) 
then if B’ contains a premise on x, let ux, 
then PP’(X)=(B’-{ax),cr+~‘) 
else PP’(X) = (B’, Q + d), where Q is a fresh type variable. 
(3) if X=X,X, 
then if PP’(X,) = (B l s 4 and PWX,) = UL ~2) 
thenIet(o~a,~=~*-*o,-,rr,.~‘~~~==~~~~~~~~~)beaclosureof 
W1 9 4 and (B2, d; 
if UNIFY(o, 7) = c then (B, W) = (c(B,) V c( B2), c(q)). 
The following theorem proves that PP’(X), if defined, is really the principal pair 
of X 
Theorem 6.1. (i) W’(X) = (B, T) implies that, fir every (lifting) chain c, c(( B, ‘CT)) is 
a suitable pair for X. 
(ii) (B’, T) is a suitablepclirfor X implies PP’(X) = (B, 7~) and there xists a (lifting) 
chain c such that (B’, T) = c((B, w)). 
Proof. (i): By induction on the length of c and, in the first step, by indutiion on X 
(ii): By induction on the structure of X. The 
Theorem 5.2 (*). 0 
Note that in this type discipline every term has 
the following result holds. 
proof is similar to the proof of 
at most one principal pair. Now, 
PP’( X) = (B, a)e X is strongly normalizing. 
The proof is contained in the proof of 
following corollary. 
eorem 6.1 has the 
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ry 6.3. In the intersection type discipline without he constant O, there exists a 
pair suitable for X i$ X is strongly normalizing. 
In order to give the proof of the completeness theorem, first two particular classes 
of type schemes will be defined, the PTs and the PBS, and it will be proved that 
UNIFY is complete, when applied to a PT and a PB which are disjoint, and that 
it finds the minimal proper unifying chain. Moreover, it will be proved that if (0; T) 
is a closure of two principal pairs, then c and T belong respectively to these classes. 
nition A.1. A iezxl of an occurrence of type scheme CT in a type scheme r is an 
integer MI defined as follows: 
if 7 = 0, u occurs at level 0 in 7; 
if 7 = p n v, an occurrence of a at level n in p(v) remains at level n in 7; 
if T = g + v, an occurrence of a at level n in p comes at level n + 1 in T, and an 
occurrence of 0 at level n in v remains at level n in 7. 
If 7=q+ l l _) 7, -, tp, then we will say that c is the head of 7, and if t) is the head 
of TV, we will say that Q follows #. 
Definition A.2. The sets of pt’s and pb’s are inductively defined as follows: 
0 is a pt, 
o is a pb, 
a type variable (p is a pt, 
a type variable cp is a pb, 
if al,..., a, are pb’s, u1 I\ l l l A on is a pb iff (*) holds, 
if CT is a pb and r is a pt, rr = u + T is a pt iff (*) holds, 
if T is a pt, and u is a pb disjoint from T, then T + w is a pb. 
Here a type scheme 7r satisfies condition (*) iff 
(9 every type variable occurs in 7r at most twice and if 9 occurs twice in ?r, 
one occurrence is at odd level and one at even level. 
From Definition A.2, it follows easily that the following property holds. 
3. (1) Let 7 be a pt (pb); Q occurs once in r, and let o be a pt (pb). I;hen 
T[Q@] is a pt (pb) if (9 occurs gt even (odd) level and condition (*) holds. 
(ii) Let T be a pt (pb), and let eA W be an expansion such that p E L(u, !A) implies 
that &her p is a pb in r or it is (; subtype of a type scheme already OcCUrring in
L(Q, !A). men QA,* is a pt (pb). 
. A pt (pb) +JT is a ) iff for every type variable Q occurting 
twice in it the following con R 
(a) p occurs as head of a pb is a subtype of the pt, OR 
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(b) Q occurs in two subtypes of II (no subtypes of each other) and there exists 
a sequence of type variables Ql , l l l , s-q (n 2 0) such that Q1 and QPn follow Q, and 
3j (1 s j s n) such that, for i <j, pi+1 iollows Qi, Qj follows Qj-1 and Qj+l , and, for 
i > j, (pi fOllOWS Qi+l . 
Ql , . . . , Qn will be called the sequence of Q. 
nition AS. A patk is a finite sequence (possibly empty) of 0 and 1. Let T be a 
e scheme. An occurrence of a subtype o in T can be identified by a path in the 
following way: 
- a = r, then o occurs in r at the empty path (0); 
- if T = (Y + /3 (Q! A fl), and there is an occurrence of c in QI (/3) at path ‘y, then the 
same occurrence is at path y.0 ( y.1) in T. 
Let (T, y) denote the subtype occurring in T at p ‘y. Let G be the lexicographic 
ordering between paths. If y and y’ are paths, y ’ will denote y < y’ and y not 
a prefix of y’. 
Note that if two subtypes ar and /3 are corresponding in, say, a and T, then there 
exists a path y such that at = (a, y) and /3 = (T, y) (corresponding subtypes are 
defined in Definition 4.3). Moreover, it is necessary to characterize a property of 
the semi-algorithm UNIFY, which is the key property for proving the completeness. 
Definition A.6. (i) The maximum path (mp) of UNIFY(T, a), at the nth step, is 
defined as follows: 
- if n = 0, mp is the empty path; 
- if n > 0, let UNIFY( T, cr) perform at the nth step U( (Y, C(T), /3, c(a), m), ar,d let 
its mp at step n - 1 be y; if Q! and /3 are corresponding in T and J at path y’” y, 
then the mp is y’, otherwise it is y. 
(ii) Let UNIFY(T, a) have mp = y at step n, and suppose it has performed a 
chain c. It is local at y iff eithcp cst step n it performs no expansion, or, if it performs 
an expansion, say e A,or, for any p E. &, !A), the p does not occur either in C(T) nor 
in C(Q) at a path y’, where y’ is a proper prefix of y. 
Note that if UNIFY (m, T) is local at y, then, in the first n steps, it preserves 
corresponding subtypes at path s y. 
Lemma A.7. Let w and cr be respectively a PT and a PB, and let them be disjoint. Let 
UNIFY( ?r, (+) perform at the n-th step U(cu, C(T), p, c(u), m), and let its mp be y; 
then : 
(1) UNIFY( 71; a) is local at y; 
(2) all corresponding subtypes at path y’~ y are a pt and a pb and they are disjoint; 
(3) if a type variable occurs twice at a path y’s y, it occurs once at even level and 
once at odd level; 
(4) if a and p are one an arrow an d one an intersection, then if a type variable 
occurs twice at path y’s y, then it satis$es con 
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(5) if p and v are corresponding in c(w) and c(u) at a path y, then if 6 is a 
subtype uf C(I) (c(u)) occurring at a path y and it comains some type variables 
occurring in p (v), then its corresponding subtype is disjoint from v (F). 
By induction on 7. The case y = Q) is obvious. 
Let 7 f 0. Consider the least number n of steps such &St UNIFY( tr, 0) performs, 
at the nth step, U(a, c(m), j3, c(o), m), and y is the mp. Then a and B are 
corresponding at path y in c( ?r) and C(C), they are a pt and a pb and they are 
t, by induction. The proof is given by induction on ar and ,S. 
case of either (Y or @ being o is obvious. 
et (Y be a type variable and /3 be a type scheme which is not an intersection. 
en U( a, c(m), fl, c(a), m) performs the substitution sf where f = [ ar +]. State- 
ment (1) is obvious by the definition of locality. We will prove that, for every y’s ‘y, 
( CX+( n), y4) and (cs&r), y’) are a pt and a pb. 
If (c(g), y> is the unique occurrence of a in C(P) and c(a) at a path *‘y, then 
the proof follows by induction since 
(Sf( w), 7’7 = (c(m), r7 and (cs+), ~7 = (44, ~7. 
Otherwise, note that at a path ~7, after the substitution, there are no occurrences 
of CY, and at most two occurrences of every type variable Q occurring in 8. Then 
(c&r), y’) and (es-(a), y’) are a pt and a pb9 by Property A.4, iff (*) holds. We 
only need to check it for type variables occ-bring in /3 and occurring also at a path 
y”* ‘y. Let Q be any of these type variables. Let 
(c( ?r), y) = ar be at level p of c(w), 
the other occurrence of a! be at level p’, 
(C(C), 7.~‘“) = 9 be at level w = p + P, 
the other occurrence of Q be at level w’. 
n, p(w) even (odd) implies p’(w’) odd (even). The two occurrences of 
y, alter the substitution, are respectively at level p’+ r and w’. But there 
are three caseA: 
(i) p even and r even-w even and p’ odd and p’+ t odd, 
(ii) p even and r odd+ w odd and p’ odd and p’+ r every, 
(iii) p odd and t odd* w even and p’ even and p’+ t odd. 
Then p’+ r is even (odd) according to w’ being odd (even); since this holds for any 
type variable, every pair of corresponding subtypes at path ~+y is composed by a 
pt and a pb 
(4) and (5) easily follow by induction. 
NOW we will prove that if y = y’.O ( y'.l), then condition (**) holds for type 
variables occurring twice at path * y’. So (3) is proved since U(ar, C(T), c(o), m) 
rms, at the next step, U(cr ‘, c.s~( r), p ‘, c.sf( a), m ), whose mp is y’. As before, 
ecessary to prove i e variables occu l ‘n p, and only if there 
is an occurrence of Q! at et p occur in j3, an so at a path y’s y’. 
et p = (C(V), y* p is not the head of p or y = y’.l, it is immediate 
to verify that 
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(A) The two occurrences of 4p at path 7.~“’ and at path y’ satisfying condition 
(**)(a) implies that the two occurrences of 9 are both inside @; so after the 
substitution, the two occurrences of cp at path * :I”, if existin , satisfy condition 
(+*)(a). 
(B) The two occurrences of Q at path y. y”’ and at path y’ satisfying condition 
(**)(b), and PI). . l 3 Q,,, being the sequence of (9 imply that the two occurrences of 
y”, if existing, satisfy condition (*r)(b), and their sequence isqpt , . . . , QPm. 
Let Q occur as head of /3, and let y = y”.O. If the two occurrences 
and y’ satisfy (**)(a), there are not two occurrences of Q at path 
satisfy (**)(b), and let Q~, . . . , tpm be their sequence. Let p = CY + p1 +. . . + pn -) # 
be the least subtype = a containing cy, and let yt = /3 + ~1~ -) l l l -, g,, + $’ 
corresponding subtype. Since Q, and every type variable of the sequence of 
not occur in p1 + l l l -, pn + t,) nor in ~1~ + l l l + p,, -) #‘, UNIFY( 7, a) is local at 
every path y’.6 for every path 6. So if there exists an n’ such that, after nr steps, 
UNIFY( tr, a) has mp y”.l, the chain c performed by UNIFY from step n to step 
n’ is such that c(p) = c(p) is an arrow type scheme. Then, if 6 is the head of C(T), 
the two occurrences of Q at path *y” satisfies (**)(b) with :iequence 5, Q~, . . . , Q~. 
GB Let ar be a type variable and @ be an intersection. Note that, from induction, 
this implies ar@) is a pt (pb). Then U(ar, C(W), /3, c(a), m) performs 
u(ce( ?r), c.e( ar), c.e(u), c.e( o), m), whose mp is ‘ys where e is the expansion eA.a 
and A = {C(W), c(o)}. It ill be proved &at every type scheme q occurring in 
L(ar, !A} occurs at path and it is either a pb or a subtype of a type scheme 
already occurring in L(ar, !A). Then the proof follows from Property A.3, and from 
the fact that expansion preserves disjointness between type schemes. 
By induction on the construction of L(q !A), first pose L(cu, !A) = {ac} and look 
for a subtype q, if it exists, of the shape 7l + l l l + qp + a; by induction, it is a pb 
and this implies al,, disjoint from vk (h # Ik). So 7 cannot occur at a path which is 
a prefix of y. Then suppose L( cy, !A) = !{a, 7). Now it is necessary to insert into 
L(ar, !A) every subtype of the shape v = v1 + l l . + vq +- t,b such that + occurs in 7. 
If # is a pt in 7, then v is a pb. Otherwise, if the two occurrences of $ satisfy 
condition (**)(a), v is inside 7. If they satisfy condition (**)(b) and if &, . . . , q$,, 
is the sequence of q, then there is a subtype of the shape p = pl + l l . + p,, + Q, 
where 7 = ph for some h and Q is either $1 or (lim, which is a pb and belongs to 
L(a, !A). Moreover, condition (**j(b) ensures us that p occurs at a path * y. 
The case cu and fi being both arrow type schemes follows directly from induction. 
The case of cy and p being both intersection type schemes is not possible by 
induction. 
In the case of a! being an arrow and F an intersection, the proof is similar to 
the case of cy being a type variable and /3 an intersection. El 
s and s). Let n- and CT be respectively a 
and let them be disjoint. If there exists a proper chain c such that C(T) = c(a), 
then ‘UNIFY( n, a) = c’, ct is proper and c = ck”, for some c”. 
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we must prove the following stronger assumption: Let = and o 6e respecc&ely 
, and let them be disjoint. Let t .‘NIFY( ?r, u) perform U( a, IT’, p, u’, 
y), fl= (g’, 7) and let mp = y. If there exists a 
c((u)-- c(p) and n is the least number of steps such that 
performs U( ff *, c’( ?r’), /3’, c’(u)), m”) whose mp is 
f or some c”. 
This proof will be given by induction on the triples ( (c), n(a, /3), s(q /3)), where 
n ( G, p) and s( (Y, /3) are defined in the proof of Theorem 4.6, ordered in lexicographic 
order. 
Let E(c) = 0. Let ar be a type variable. The case of p being an intersection is 
not possible. Since, by Lemma A.7, (r does not occur in /3, U( ar, m’, @, a’, m) perforrrs 
sf, where f = [a+]. Then the proof is obvious. 
Let (Y = o. Then every unifying chain is such that c(a) = c(p) = o, and 
U(CY, m’, & CT’, m) performs sJ, where !:f(cm) = sf(/3) = O. 
Let CY = p + v and u = p + 7. Since E(c) = 0, c(a) = c(p) is an arrow type scheme. 
Then V(ru, w’& u’, m) performs U(p, w’, p, u’,O). By induction, after a finite 
number of steps Q, m’, p, u’, 0) performs U($, c,(w’), p’, c,(u’), m’) (whose inp 
is y.l), and c = c1 .c’, for some c’ (since n(p, p) s n(a, /3) and s(p, p) < s(a, #3)). 
But since c1 preserves corresponding occurrences, p’= C,(V) and p’= C,(T), where, 
by Lemma A.7, c,(v) and c,( 7) are a pt and a pb which are disjoint, and c’ is a 
proper unifying chain for them. So, by induction, after a finite number of steps, 
U(p), c,(P’), p’, q(d), m’) performs U(OL’, c,.c~(T’), p’, c&u’), m”), whose path 
is the least path + ‘y.1, and c’ = c2 .c”, for some c”. Then c = cl .c, .c”, and the proof 
is complete 
The case of a! and p being both intersection type schemes is similar. 
Let E(c) > 0. Let a! = p+ v and p = p A T. Then, by Theores; 2.14, since u and 
T- are disjoint, c = eAcl . c’ with A = (a, /3} and E ( c’) < E(c). It is nmmediate overify 
that since condition (**) holds, 
where A’ = { w’, 0’). Then the proof follows by induction since E( c’) < E(c) and 
U(q, P’~ & u’, m) performs, at the next step, 
Let ct = p + v and p = p + T. In the case of c(a) = c(p) being an arrow type 
scheme, the proof follows by induction, using the fact that UNIFY is local. If 
c( (u) r= c(p) * p1 A p2, assume p1 and p2 are arrow type schemes. Since Q! and p are 
disjoint, by two applications of Theorem 2.14, c = e.e’._c, where e = eA,a, e’ = e,(,),,(B,, 
= (t’, u’}, E(g) < E(c). But e(p) = /3, e(a) = q /\ ac2 (where cyl an a2 are disjoint 
mtances of a), e.e’f”) = & A p2 (where PI and f12 are disjoint instances of p) and 
e.e’(cy) = cyl A a! 2. SO, since aI is disjoint from pi (1 G i s 2), c = e.e’.c”.c”‘, where C” 
l a proper unifying ch a proper unifying chain for a2 and 
2 and, n, by induction, U( a, n’, p, d, m) 
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performs, after a fin’ umber of steps, a chain c3 such that if cl and c2 are disjoint 
suitable instances 0 c” = c, .ci and c”’ = c+$. Then c= e.e’.c,.~~.c~.c& Butnow 
it is immediate to ve that c = c3 .e’.s&.cG, where e’ is the expansion eAs, where 
T=c’(/~) and A={ nd sf is suitable renaming of type variables. 
The case of either pt or p2 being an intersection type scheme can be treated in a 
similar way, simply repeating the preceding reasoning. 
Then the proof of theorem follows immediately, since 
ing in w and a at p 
Now Tneorem 4.8 follows from the following property. 
Property A.9. Let (a; T) be a closure of two principal pairs. 
a PB. 
7r and CT are correspond- 
Then a is a PT and T is 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove that in a principal type scheme of a closed approximant 
(so every type variable occurs twice in it.) condition (**) holds for every type variable. 
Then the proof follows from the defi&ion of a closure. Let r be the principal type 
scheme of the closed approximant A c AX* . . . Xm.xiAl. - . A,. By definition, 7 = 71 + 
. l l + rp + #, where 5 is the intersection of the predicates whose subject is 3, used 
to derive the prim5 I type scheme of A,, j . . , A,. It follows immediately from 
Property 5.6 that 7 
We recall the defi n of the Biihm tree of C (BT( C)), where C is an approximant 
(in the following w 11 use Ax. C as abbreviation for Ax1 . . . xp.C, p 2 0): 
- if C = hx.y, then B ) is the tree consisting of one node, whose name is hx.y 
-if CrAx.yC,... C9, then BT(C) is the treee 
Ax.y 
/\ 
BT( C,) . . . BT( C4) 
Consider BT(A). Given a node N = Ay. t of BT(A), the way of N in A is the sequence 
of nodes WN define 
-if tEx, then WN= N; 
- otherwise, WN = N, N’,WN ‘, where N’ is the node Azr such that t E z, and N” 
is the father of N’ (“,” is the concatenation between sequences). Note that WN 
consists only of nodes which belang to the path from N to the root. 
Now, let 9 be a type variable occurring in r. 50 is the head of the principal type 
scheme of a subterm A’ of A, let A’= Az.tB, . _ . BP. Let NV denote the node Azt in 
BT(A). It is immediate to verify that if .4 ‘= A, t = xi and p occurs as head of 7 and 
Of 7i (case (**)(a)). 
Let NL be the fathe equence of type variables 
defined as follows: if N,)=6&Q,...,&, w 
#i is the head of the roximant whose 
root Ni. SO it is eas ,men,hZsXj and 
Qdb 1, . . . &, then Q OCWTS k T! followed by eClr ) and &+, follows 
oreover, if WN$ = NL,N’,, . . . ,Ay.xh, and s 
71, followed by &, and lOWS & 
Now, let WV ( WG) be w defined as follows: 
W@=WN,,WM,,...,W 
where Ml (M:) is the ) and Mj (ML) is the 
father of the last node o w). So WM, = WM+” 
and WN’, = WMew. Let s( W$‘$,, . . . , ep, and s( WL)= &, . . . , &. Note that, by 
construction, Wp and WL have at least a node in common: the node which is the 
root of A. Let tr and u be the least integer such that #” = &. The sequence of Q is 
e l¶..=,~~~SU,SU--I,8.=) &. so condition (**)(b) holds for Q. Cl 
Note that the other implication of Property A.8 does not hold; in fact, 
are respectively a PT and a PB and they are disjoint, but they are not the components 
of a closure. 
emark A.10. The fact that UNIFY, when applied to a PT and a PB, is local has 
as a consequence that, for this class of input, the defined semi-algorithm performs 
some nonnecessary steps. In fact, UNIFY, after an expansion, examines again all 
the corresponding subtypes, starting from subtypes occurring at the empty path 
since the expansion does in general not preserve corresponding pairs. But, since 
UNIFY, when applied to a PT and a PB, is local and so preserves corresponding 
pairs, it can be modified in the following way, in order to increment its efficiency. 
UNIFY’@, T) is obtained from UNIFY(rr, 7) by replacing points (1) and (2) with: 
(1’) if G is an intersection and r is not an intersection then let A = {o’, 7’); 
7 is an intersection an n is not an intersection t let A = {u’, 7’); 
Note that UNIFY’ is correct only when applied to a PT and a PB. In the implemen- 
tation of PP, UNIFY’ instead of UNIFY is used. 
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